Accurate real-time tracking of influenza outbreaks helps public health officials make timely and meaningful decisions that could save lives. We propose an influenza tracking model, ARGO
Big data sets are constantly generated nowadays as the activities of millions of users are collected from internet-based services. Numerous studies have suggested great potential of these big data sets to detect/manage epidemic outbreaks (influenza [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ], Ebola [7] , dengue [8] ), predict changes in stock prices [9, 10] and housing prices [11] , etc. In 2009, Google Flu Trends (GFT), a digital disease detection system that uses the volume of selected Google search terms to estimate current influenza-like illnesses (ILI) activity, was identified by many as a good example of how big data would transform traditional statistical predictive analysis [12] . However, significant discrepancies between GFT's flu estimates and those measured by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in subsequent years led to considerable doubt about the value of digital disease detection systems [13] . While multiple articles have identified methodological flaws in GFT's original algorithm [14, 15, 16] and have led to incremental improvements [14, 16, 17 ], a statistical framework that is theoretically sound and capable of accurate estimation is still lacking. Here we present such a framework that culminates in a new method that outperforms all existing methodologies for tracking influenza activity using internet search data.
Influenza outbreaks cause up to 500,000 deaths a year worldwide, and an estimated 3,000 to 50,000 deaths a year in the USA [18] . Our ability to effectively prepare for and respond to these outbreaks heavily relies on the availability of accurate real-time estimates of their activity. Existing methods to predict the timing, duration and magnitude of flu outbreaks remain limited [19] . Wellestablished clinical methods to track flu activity, such as the CDC's ILINet, report the percentage of patients seeking medical attention with ILI symptoms (www.cdc.gov/flu/). While CDC's %ILI is only a proxy of the flu activity in the population, it can help officials allocate resources in preparation for potential surges of patient visits to hospital facilities. See [20, 21, 22 ] for further discussion.
CDC's ILI reports have a delay of one to three weeks due to the time for processing and aggregating clinical information. This time lag is far from optimal for decision-making purposes. In order to alleviate this information gap, multiple methods combining climate, demographic and epidemiological data with mathematical models have been proposed for real-time estimation of flu activity [19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . In recent years, methods that harness internet-based information have also been proposed, such as Google [1] , Yahoo [2] , and Baidu [3] internet searches, Twitter posts [4] , Wikipedia article views [5] , clinicians' queries [6] , and crowd sourced self-reporting mobile apps such as Influenzanet (Europe) [27] , Flutracking (Australia) [28] , and Flu Near You (USA) [29] . Among them, GFT has received most attention and has inspired subsequent digital disease detection systems [3, 8, 30, 31, 32, 33] . Interestingly, Google has never made their raw data public, thus, making it impossible to reproduce the exact results of GFT.
We highlight three limitations of the original GFT algorithm, previously identified in [15, 16] . First, it was shown that a static approach, which does not take advantage of newly available CDC's ILI activity reports as the flu season evolves, produced model drift, leading to inaccurate estimates. Second, the idea of aggregating the multiple query terms (the independent variables in the GFT model) into a single variable did not allow for changes in people's internet search behavior over time (and thus changes in query terms' abilities to track flu) to be appropriately captured. Third, GFT ignored the intrinsic time series properties, such as seasonality of the historical ILI activity, thus overlooking potentially crucial information that could help produce accurate real time ILI activity estimates.
Our contribution
The new methodology presented here produces robust and highly accurate ILI activity level estimates by addressing the three aforementioned shortcomings of the multiple GFT engines. In addition, we provide a theoretical framework that, for the first time, justifies the prevailing usage of linear models in the digital disease detection literature by incorporating causality arguments through a hidden Markov model. This theoretical framework contains as a special case the model developed in [16] . Our new model not only achieves the goal of (a) dynamically incorporating new information from CDC reports as they become available and (b) automatically selecting the most useful Google search queries for estimation as in [16] , but also largely improves estimation by (c) including the long-term cyclic information (seasonality) from past flu seasons on record as input variables, and (d) using a two-year moving window (which immediately precedes the desired date of estimation) for the training period to capture the most recent changes in people's search patterns and time series behavior [34] . Our methodology efficiently builds a prediction model from individual search frequency as well as the past records of ILI activity. It utilizes both sources of information more efficiently than simply combining GFT with autoregressive terms as suggested in [15] , since GFT is not optimally aggregated to provide additional information on top of time series information. Furthermore, we provide a quantitative efficiency metric that measures the sta-tistical significance of the improvement of our methodology over other alternatives. For example, our method is twice as accurate as the method that combines GFT with autoregressive terms (see Table 2 ). Finally, even though we use as input only the publicly available, low-quality data from the Google Correlate and Google Trends websites, our method has significant improvement over the latest version of GFT. We name our model ARGO, which stands for AutoRegression with GOogle search data. Statistically speaking, ARGO is an autoregressive model with Google search queries as exogenous variables; ARGO also employs L 1 (and potentially L 2 ) regularization in order to achieve automatic selection of the most relevant information.
Results
Retrospective estimates of influenza activity (ILI activity level, as reported by the CDC) were produced using our model, ARGO, for the time period of 2009-03-29 to 2015-07-11, assuming we had access only to the historical CDC's ILI reports up to the previous week of estimation. We compared ARGO's estimates with the ground truth: the CDC-reported weighted ILI activity level, published typically with one or two weeks delay, by calculating a collection of accuracy metrics described in the materials section. These metrics include the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Correlation with estimation target, and Correlation of increment with estimation target. For comparison, we calculated these accuracy metrics for (a) GFT estimates (accessed on 2015-07-11), (b) estimates produced using the method of Santillana et al. 2014 [6, 16] , (c) estimates produced by combining GFT with an AR(3) autoregressive model [15] , (d) estimates produced with an AR(3) autoregressive model [4, 15] , and (e) a naive method that simply uses the value of the prior week's CDC's ILI activity level as the estimate for the current one. For fair comparison, all benchmark models (b -d) are dynamically trained with a two-year moving window. Table 1 summarizes these accuracy metrics for all estimation methods for multiple time periods. The first column shows that ARGO's estimates outperform all other alternatives, in every accuracy metric for the whole time period. The other columns of Table 1 show the performance of all the methods for the 2009 off-season H1N1 flu outbreak, and each regular flu season since 2010. The panels of Figure 1 display the estimates against the observed CDC-reported ILI activity level.
Close inspection shows that, in the post-2009 regular flu seasons, ARGO uniformly outperformed all other alternative estimation methods in terms of root mean squared error, mean absolute error, mean absolute percentage error, and correlation. ARGO avoids the notorious over-shooting problem of GFT, as seen in Figure 1 . During the 2009 off-season H1N1 flu outbreak, ARGO had the smallest mean absolute percentage error. In terms of root mean squared error and mean absolute error, ARGO (relative RMSE = 0.640, relative MAE = 0.584) had the second best performance, underperforming slightly only to GFT+AR(3) model (relative RMSE = 0.580, relative MAE = 0.570). In terms of correlation, ARGO (r=98.5%) had similar performance to (the potentially in-sample data of) GFT (r=98.9%) [14] and GFT+AR(3) model (r=98.6%), while outperforming all the other alternatives.
To assess the statistical significance of the improved prediction power of ARGO, we constructed a 95% Confidence Interval for the relative efficiency of ARGO compared to other benchmark methods. The Relative Efficiency of method 1 to method 2 is the ratio of the true Mean Squared Error of method 2 to that of method 1 [35] , which can be estimated by its observed value (see eq (4)); its confidence interval can be constructed by stationary bootstrap of the error residual time series [36] . Table 2 shows that ARGO is estimated to be at least twice as efficient as any other alternative and the improvement in accuracy is highly statistically significant.
It is well-known that CDC reports undergo revisions, weeks after their initial publication, that respond to internal consistency checks and lead to more accurate estimates of patients with ILI symptoms seeking medical attention. Thus, the available historical CDC information, in a given week, is not necessarily as accurate as it will be. We tested the effect of using (potentially inaccurate) unrevised information by obtaining the historical unrevised and revised reports, and the dates when the reports were revised, from the CDC website for the time period of our study. We used only the information that would have been available to us, at the time of estimation, and produced a time series of estimates for the whole time period described before. We compared our estimates to all other methods and found that ARGO still outperformed them all. Moreover, the values of all five accuracy metrics for ARGO essentially did not change, suggesting a desirable robustness to revisions in CDC's ILI activity reports. The results are shown in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.
We faced an additional challenge in producing real-time estimates for the latest portion of the 2014-2015 flu season. At the time of writing this article, the only data available to us for the week of March 28, 2015 and later came from the Google Trends website. The information from Google Trends has even lower quality than from Google Correlate and changes every week. These undesired changes affected the quality of our estimates. In order to assess the stability of ARGO in the presence of these variations in the data, we obtained the search frequencies of the same query terms from Google Trends website on 25 different days during the month of April 2015, and produced a set of 25 historical estimates using ARGO. The results of the accuracy metrics associated to these estimates are shown in Table S2 in the Supporting Information. This table shows that, despite the observed variation in the Google Trends data, ARGO is threefold more stable than the method of [16] , and still outperforms on average any other method.
Discussion

Strength of ARGO
The results presented here demonstrate the superiority of our approach both in terms of accuracy and robustness, when compared to all existing flu tracking models based on Google searches. The value of these results is even higher given the fact that they were produced with low quality input variables. It is highly likely that our methodology would lead to even more accurate results if we were given access to the input variables that Google uses to calculate their estimates.
The combination of seasonal flu information with dynamic reweighting of search information, appears to be a key factor in the enhanced accuracy of ARGO. The level of ILI activity last week typically has a significant effect on the current level of ILI activity, and ILI activity half a year ago and/or one year ago could provide further information, as shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information, which reflects a strong temporal auto-correlation. The integration of time series information leads to a smooth and continuous estimation curve and prevents undesired spikes. However, simply adding GFT to an autoregressive model is suboptimal compared to ARGO, because simply treating GFT as an individual variable is incapable to adjust for time series information at the resolution of individual query terms, and many terms included in GFT may no longer provide extra information once time series information is incorporated. In fact, once the time series information is included, fewer Google search query terms remain significant. For example, among 100 Google Correlate query terms, ARGO selected 14 terms on average each week, whereas the method of [16] and GFT [1] selected 38 and 45 terms each week on average, respectively. The combination of ARGO's smoothness and sparsity lead to a substantial reduction on the estimation error, as observed in Tables 1 and 2 , where ARGO shows improved performance in all evaluation metrics 
, where the GFT estimate is treated as an exogenous variable. Boldface highlights the best performance for each metric in each study period. RMSE, MAE and MAPE are relative to the error of naive method; that is, the number reported is the ratio of error of a given method to that of the naive method. The absolute error of the naive method is reported in the parentheses. All comparisons are based on the original scale of ILI activity level.
over the whole time period and is twice as efficient as GFT+AR(3). Our methodology allows us to transparently understand how Google search information and historical flu information complement one another. Time series models tend to be slow in response to sudden observed changes in CDC's ILI activity level. The AR(3) model shows this "delaying" effect, despite its seemingly good correlation. Google searches, on the other hand, are better at detecting sudden ILI activity changes, but are also very sensitive to public's over-reaction.
To investigate further the responsiveness (co-movement) of ARGO towards the change in ILI activity, we calculated the correlation of increment between each estimation model and CDC's ILI activity level. The correlation of increment between two time series a t and b t is defined as Corr(a t − a t−1 , b t − b t−1 ), which measures how well a t captures the changes in b t . Table 1 shows that ARGO has similar capability in capturing the changes in ILI level to that of GFT and the method of [16] , while outperforming the time series model AR(3) uniformly.
Time series information (seasonality) tends to pull ARGO's estimate towards the historical level. It is important to note that while we have used CDC's ILI as our gold standard for influenza activity in the US population, and data from Google Correlate/Trends as our independent variables, our methodology can be immediately adapted to any other suitable ILI gold standard and/or set of independent variables.
Limitations and next steps
While ARGO displays a clear superiority over previous methods, it is not fail-proof. Since it relies on the public's search behavior, any abrupt changes to the inner works of the search engine or any changes in the way health-related search information is displayed to users will affect the accuracy of our methodology [37, 38] . We expect that ARGO will be fast at correcting itself if any such change takes place in the future. As in any predictive method, the quality of past performance does not guarantee the quality of future performance. In this article, we fixed the search query terms after 2010 so as to directly compare our results with GFT, which kept the same query terms since 2010; future application of ARGO may update search terms more frequently. ARGO can be easily generalized to any temporal and spatial scales for a variety of diseases or social events amenable to be tracked by internet searches or services [3, 4, 8, 9, 30, 31, 39, 40] . Further improvements in influenza prediction may come from combining multiple predictors constructed from disparate data sources [45] . After the submission of this article, Google announced that GFT would be discontinued and that their raw data would be made accessible to selected scientific teams. This announcement happened soon after the GFT team published a manuscript that proposed a new time-series based method for the (now discontinued) GFT engine [44] . This new development makes our contribution timely and useful in providing a transparent method for disease tracking in the future.
Materials and Methods
All data used in this article are publicly available. Therefore, IRB approval is not needed.
Google Data
To avoid forward-looking information in our out-of-sample predictions, and to make the search term selection in our approach consistent with the main revision to GFT . These last search terms were used as independent variables for all subsequent predictions presented in this work. Tables S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information show all query terms identified. For the pre-H1N1 period (the first time period), the terms from Google Correlate include spurious (or over-fitted) terms like "march vacation" or "basketball standings", as discussed in [15] . However, Figure S1 in the Supporting Information shows that these spurious terms were often not selected by ARGO, i.e., ARGO would give them zero weights, demonstrating its robustness. For the post-H1N1 time period, the updated query terms from Google Correlate include mostly flu-related terms (see Table S5 in Supporting Information). This suggests that spurious terms were "filtered-out" by including off-season flu data. To make Google Correlate data compatible with Google Trends data, we linearly transformed the Google Correlate data to the same scale of 0 to 100 in our analysis. We used Google Correlate data up to its last available date, and then switched to Google Trends data afterwards. This is indicated in Figure 1 by different shades of the background. We used the latest version of Google Flu Trends (4th version, revised in Oct 2014) weekly estimates of ILI activity level as one of our comparison methods. GFT is available at www.google.org/flutrends/us/data.txt (Date of access: 2015-07-11).
CDC's data
We 
Formulation of our model
Our model ARGO is motivated by a hidden Markov model. The logit-transformed CDC-reported ILI activity level {y t } is the intrinsic time series of interest. We impose an autoregressive (AR) model with lag N on it, which implies that the collection of vectors {y (t−N +1):t } t≥N is a Markov chain (this captures the clinical fact that flu lasts for a period, but not indefinitely). The vector of log-transformed normalized volume of Google search queries at time t, X t , depends only on the ILI activity at the same time, y t (this follows the intuition that flu occurrence causes people to search flu related information online). The Markovian property on block y (t−N +1):t leads to the (vector) hidden Markov model structure.
Our formal mathematical assumptions are:
Conditional on y t , X t is independent of {y l , X l : l = t} where β = (β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β K ) , µ x = (µ x 1 , µ x 2 , . . . , µ x K ) , and Q is the covariance matrix. To make the variables more normal, we transform the original ILI activity level p t from [0, 1] to R using the logit function, obtaining the y t , and transform the Google search volumes from [0, 100] to R using the log function, obtaining the X t . The log function is appropriate because Google search frequencies usually have exponential growth rate near peaks and are artificially scaled to [0, 100] by dividing the running maximum. Since Google Trends is in integer scale from 0 to 100, we add a small number δ = 0.5 before the transformation to avoid taking the log of 0. The predictive distribution f y t y 1:(t−1) , X 1:t is normal with mean linear in y (t−N ):(t−1) and X t and constant variance (see the Supporting Information). This observation leads to equation (2) below, which defines the ARGO model.
The ARGO model
Let y t = logit(p t ) be the logit-transformed CDC's (weighted) ILI activity level p t at time t, and X i,t the log-transfomred Google search frequency of term i at time t. Our ARGO model is given by
where X t can be thought as the exogenous variables to time series {y t }.
Parameter estimation of ARGO model
We chose N = 52 (weeks) to capture the within-year seasonality in ILI activity, and K = 100 (Google search terms) following the data availability from Google Correlate. Since we have more independent variables than the number of observations, the usual maximum likelihood estimate (ordinary least squares) method will fail. Therefore, we impose regularities for parameter estimation. In general we have three kinds of penalties, L 1 penalty [41] , L 2 penalty [42] , and a linear combination of L 1 and L 2 penalties [43] . All parameters are dynamically trained every week with a 2-year (104 weeks) rolling window. In a given week, the goal is to find parameters µ y , α = (α 1 , ..., α 52 ), and β = (β 1 , ..., β 100 ) that minimize
where λ α , λ β , η α , η β are hyper-parameters. Ideally, we would like to use cross-validation to select all 4 hyper-parameters. However, since we have only 104 training data points at a given week due to the two-year moving window, the cross-validation result is highly noisy. Thus, we need to pre-specify some of the hyper-parameters. For model simplicity and sparsity, combining with the evidence seen from cross-validation, we set η α = η β = 0, leading to L 1 penalization on both autoregressive and Google search terms. With the remaining λ α and λ β , the cross-validation results still have considerable variance. By the same sparsity and simplicity consideration, we further constrained λ α = λ β . Therefore, the ARGO model we finally propose is equation (6) with constraint η α = η β = 0 and λ α = λ β . A detailed discussion of our specification of the hyperparameters is provided in the Supporting Information.
Accuracy metrics
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) of estimatorp to the target ILI activity level p are defined, respectively, as
The correlation of estimatorp to the target ILI activity level p is their sample correlation coefficient. The correlation of increment betweenp t and p t is defined as Corr. of increment(p t , p t ) = Corr(p t −p t−1 , p t − p t−1 ). The Relative Efficiency of estimatorp (1) to estimatorp (2) is e(p (1) ,p (2) ) = MSE (2) true /MSE (1) true , where MSE
, which can be estimated bŷ
where MSE
The 95% Confidence Interval can be constructed by time series stationary bootstrap method [36] , where the replicated time series of the error residual is generated using geometrically distributed random blocks with mean length 52 (which corresponds to one year). We obtain the basic bootstrap confidence interval for log e p (1) ,p (2) and then recover the original scale by exponentiation. The non-parametric bootstrap confidence interval takes the autocorrelation and cross-correlation of the errors into account, and is insensitive to the mean block length.
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Supporting Information A SI Methods and Robustness Analysis
Details of our methodology are presented as follows. First, the predictive distribution in the formulation of the ARGO model and the corresponding assumptions are described; second, the statistical strategy to determine the hyper-parameters of the ARGO model is explained; third, the results of two sensitivity analysis aimed at testing the robustness of the ARGO methodology-(a) with respect to subsequent revisions of CDC's ILI activity reports, and (b) with respect to observed variation of the input variables coming from Google Trends data-are presented; fourth, the exact search query terms identified by Google Correlate with different data access dates are presented; fifth, a heatmap showing the coefficients for the time series and Google search terms dynamically trained by ARGO is included.
B Predictive distribution in the formulation of ARGO model
To improve normality for both the input variables and the dependent variables, the CDC-reported ILI activity level was logit-transformed, and the linearly normalized volume of Google search queries were log-transformed. To avoid taking the log of 0, we add a small number δ = 0.5 before the log-transformation. These transformations led to two sets of variables, the intrinsic (influenza epidemics activity) time series of interest {y t }, and the (Google search) variable vector X t at time t (that depends only on y t ), respectively. Our formal mathematical assumptions are:
3. Conditional on y t , X t is independent of {y l , X l : l = t}
, and Q is the covariance matrix. The predictive distribution f y t+1 y 1:t , X 1:(t+1) is given by
which is a normal distribution, whose mean is a linear combination of y (t−N ):(t−1) and X t , and whose variance is a constant.
C Determination of the hyper-parameters for ARGO
The optimized parameters of the ARGO model, µ y , α = (α 1 , ..., α N ), β = (β 1 , ..., β K ) are obtained by arg min
The training period consists of a two-year (104 weeks) rolling window that immediately precedes the desired date of estimation. The hyper-parameters are λ α , λ β , η α , η β . We tested the performance of ARGO with the following specifications of hyper-parameters:
1. Restrict η α = η β = 0 and λ α = λ β , cross validate on λ α . This is our proposed ARGO with the same L 1 penalty for Google search terms and autoregressive lags.
2. Restrict η α = η β = 0, cross validate on (λ α , λ β ). This is ARGO with separate L 1 penalties for Google search terms and autoregressive lags.
3. Restrict η α = η β and λ α = λ β = 0, cross validate on η α . This is ARGO with the same L 2 penalty for Google search terms and autoregressive lags.
4. Restrict λ α = λ β = 0, cross validate on (η α , η β ). This is ARGO with separate L 2 penalties for Google search terms and autoregressive lags.
. This is ARGO with the same elastic net (both L 1 and L 2 ) penalty for Google search terms and autoregressive lags. Table 5 summarizes the in-sample estimation performance for our proposed ARGO, together with the other specifications of hyper-parameters. It is apparent from the table that the L 1 penalty generally outperforms L 2 penalty. The L 1 penalty tends to shrink the coefficients of unnecessary independent variables to be exactly zero, and thus eliminates redundant information; on the other hand, the L 2 penalty can only shrink the coefficients to be close to zero. As a result, L 2 penalized coefficients are not as sparse as their L 1 counterparts. Furthermore, from Table 5 , we see that ARGO with separate L 1 penalties (Specification 2) outperforms ARGO with separate L 2 penalties (Specification 4), in terms of both root mean squared error and mean absolute error. Similarly, ARGO with the same L 1 penalty (Specification 1) outperforms ARGO with the same L 2 penalty (Specification 3), in terms of both root mean squared error and mean absolute error. The elastic net model, which combines L 1 penalty and L 2 penalty, does not provide any error reduction. In the cross-validation process of setting (λ α , η α ) for the elastic net model, 70 weeks out of 116 in-sample weeks showed that the smallest cross-validation mean error when restricting η α = 0 (i.e. zero L 2 penalty) is within one standard deviation of the global smallest cross-validation mean error, suggesting that restricting L 2 penalty term to be zero (i.e. η α = 0) will introduce little bias. Therefore, for the simplicity and sparsity of the model, we drop the L 2 penalty terms and use only L 1 penalty.
Next we want to decide between the remaining two specifications, ARGO with separate L 1 penalties (Specification 2), and ARGO with the same L 1 penalty (Specification 1). One might argue that Google search terms and autoregressive lags are different sources of information and thus should have different L 1 penalties. However, empirical evidence in Table 5 shows that, again, giving extra flexibility to (λ α , λ β ) does not generate improvement compared to fixing λ α = λ β . In the cross-validation process of setting (λ α , λ β ) for separate L 1 penalties, 99 weeks out of 116 in-sample weeks showed that the smallest cross-validation mean error when restricting λ α = λ β (i.e. same L 1 penalty) is within one standard deviation of the global smallest cross-validation mean error. This may well be due to the gain from variance reduction when imposing the restriction λ α = λ β . Based on the same simplicity and sparsity consideration, we finally decided to restrict η α = η β = 0 and λ α = λ β in the setting of hyper-parameters for ARGO.
D Revision of CDC's ILI activity reports
Within a flu season, CDC reports are constantly revised to improve their accuracy as new information is incorporated. Thus, CDC's weighted ILI figures displayed in previously published reports may change in subsequent weeks. As a consequence, in a given week the available CDC ILI information from the most recent weeks may be inaccurate. To test the robustness of ARGO in the presence of these revisions and mimic the real-time tracking in our retrospective predictions, we trained ARGO and all other alternative models based on the following schedule.
Suppose z i,j is the CDC-reported ILI activity level of week i accessed at week j. Since CDC's ILI activity report is typically delayed for one week, on week j the historical ILI activity level data we have is {z i,j : i ≤ j − 1}. Due to revisions, ILI activity level of week i accessed at different weeks z i,i+1 , z i,i+2 , . . . may be different but will converge to a finalized value z i,∞ eventually. Hence, to avoid using forward-looking information, in week j, we train all models with the ILI activity level accessed at that week {z i,j : i ≤ j − 1}. In this sense, any future revision beyond week j will not be incorporated in the training at week j. Yet for the accuracy metrics, the estimation target remains the finalized the ILI activity level (z i,∞ , i = 1, 2, . . .). Table 3 shows the estimation results when using the aforementioned schedule. Note that ARGO still outperforms all other alternative models. Moreover, the absolute values of all four accuracy metrics for ARGO trained this way essentially do not change compared to ARGO trained with finalized ILI activity level in the main text, indicating the robustness of ARGO.
The weekly revisions of CDC's ILI activity reports are available at CDC website from week 40 of the year to week 20 of the subsequent year for all seasons studied in this article. For example, ILI activity level revisions at week 50 of season 2012-2013 are available at http://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/ weeklyarchives2012-2013/data/senAllregt50.htm; ILI activity report revision at week 9 of season 2014-2015 is available at http://www.cdc.gov /flu/weekly/weeklyarchives2014-2015/data/senAllregt09.html (the webpage has suffix "htm" for seasons before 2014-2015 and suffix "html" for 2014-2015 season). In this retrospective case study, when the revisions of ILI activity level were not available for a particular week during off-season period, the finalized ILI activity level was used instead.
E Variations of Google Trends data
Google Trends historical data constantly change as a consequence of re-normalizations and algorithm updates. To study the robustness of ARGO to Google Trends data revisions, we obtained the search frequencies of the search query terms identified by Google Correlate on May 22, 2010 (see Figure 2 in the main text and Table 7 Despite the inevitable variation to the revision of the low-quality data from Google Trends, ARGO still achieves considerable stability compared to the method of Santillana et al.
[16] during this time period. Table 4 suggests that ARGO is threefold more robust than the method of [16] . The incorporation of time series information helps ARGO achieve the stability. As an extreme example, AR(3) model focuses entirely on the time series information and is thus independent of Google Trends data revisions. GFT, formulated with the original search variables as inputs, is by construction insensitive to the changes in Google Trends data. For this portion of the study, we included the signal from GFT for context only and we treat it as exogenous in our analysis. Based on the results from previous time periods, it is highly likely that if we had access to Google's internal raw data (i.e., historical search volume for disease-related phrases) we would have achieved the same stability as well. Yet even with these low-quality data, ARGO outperforms GFT uniformly on all versions of data in terms of both root mean squared error and mean absolute error. Tables 6 and 7 Figure 2 shows the coefficients for the time series and Google search terms dynamically trained by ARGO via a heatmap. The level of ILI activity last week is seen to have a significant effect on the current level of ILI activity, and ILI activity half a year ago and/or one year ago could provide further information as the figure shows. Among Google Correlate query terms, ARGO selected 14 terms out of 100 on average each week. 
F Detailed description of Google Correlate data
G Dynamic coefficients for ARGO
